Surface Transportation Committee (STC) Meeting – August 7, 2018
Agenda
9:00 AM – 10:30 AM, NIRPC Lake Michigan Room
1)

Welcome and Introductions (Chair)

2)

Public Comment (Chair)

3)

Approval of June 5, 2018 Minutes (Chair) pp. 2-3

4)

Presentation: Port of Indiana Burns Harbor 2017 FASTLANE Grant Projects (Ian Hirt)

5)

Action on Report 18-01, NIRPC Priorities for INDOT Statewide Corridor Planning Study,
pp. 4-17

6)

INDOT Letting Report (Stephan Summers)

7)

NIRPC Staff Updates (Scott Weber)
A)
2050 Plan Update
B)
Transportation Performance Measures Update
C)
2018 Household Travel Survey Update
D)
Air Quality Post Processor Model Update
E)
Congestion Management Process (CMP) Update
F)
Freight Update: Designating Critical Urban and Critical Rural Freight Corridors

8)

Other Business (Chair)

9)

Adjourn (Chair)
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Surface Transportation Committee Meeting
NIRPC Dunes Room
June 5, 2018
Chairman Tom Schmitt called the meeting to order at 9:03 a.m. with the Pledge of Allegiance and selfintroductions. He introduced Candi Eklund, NIRPC’s new Administrative Assistant. Present were Tom
Schmitt, Schererville Town Council; Christine Cid, Lake County Council; George Topoll, Union Township
Trustee; Dean Button, City of Hammond; Stephan Summers, INDOT; Ian Hirt, the Ports of Indiana.
NIRPC staff present were Trey Wadsworth, Scott Weber, Oscar Castillo, Dominique Edwards, Candi Eklund
and Mary Thorne.
There was no public comment.
Minutes. The February 6, 2018 minutes were approved on a motion by Christine Cid and a second by
Dean Button. Not having a chair or vice chair present, the April 3 was declared an informal meeting and
no approval of those notes was necessary.
Valparaiso University Reliability and Congestion Measures. Scott Weber gave a presentation on the
Reliability and Congestion Measures. Thanks to Karl Schmitt, Dan Herschel and Nathan Randle, students
from Valparaiso University, assisted NIRPC in locating reliability and congestion data for major roadways
in Northwest Indiana. INDOT has set targets and NIRPC has a deadline of November 16, 2018 to either
adopt INDOT’s or create their own targets. TMC shapefiles and CSVs files were used to collect data to find
the percentage of reliable calculations for traffic and travel times and vehicle miles traveled. Congestion
calculations were used to find threshold travel time for TMC, excessive delay time, excessive delay hour
and peak hours excessive delay travel times. Preliminary analyses showed non-interstate TMC gave no
readings; some were missing fields and 9 were excluded due to data limitations. The students used the
SQL method and Python methods. Congestion calculations used postgre SQL and Python methods.
Reliability on interstates was 83%. For INDOT’s 2-year it was 90.5% and in the 4-year it was 92.8%.
Reliability non-interstate was 95%, and 89.8% in INDOT’s 4-year targets. Congestion was 5.4 PHED (peak
hours excessive delay) per capita and 4-years was 15.5%. Northwest Indiana’s performance was slightly
less reliable than the rest of the state. Congestion in Northwest Indiana is well below the state’s targets.
CMAP has their own targets. This was for the whole Chicago urbanized area, but the students did not
have access to the Illinois data. Mapping for both reliability and congestion was done by the students
using ArcGIS. This data will give us better information to make decisions on either supporting INDOT’s
targets or doing our own targets. The data will help in calculating other traffic metrics and with future
work.
INDOT Letting Report. Stephan Summers gave the INDOT Letting Report. All April contracts went
through. R40386 (DES 1298567) will move to the January 2019 letting; R39809 (DES 1592854) and R36665
(DES 1593209) were moved to the August 2018 letting. R40126 (DES 1700406) was moved to the July
letting. All projects but one will be let this year.
2050 Plan Update. Scott Weber said several public comment meetings were held in April and May. Staff
completed the first phase of development revising the vision statement. Results will go to the Technical
Planning Committee on July 10 and to the Commission on July 19. NIRPC completed public outreach for
this phase. The second phase on influences on our future. The August 7 Surface Transportation
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Committee will discuss the plan in detail. Dominique Edwards is working on public outreach strategy and
Trey Wadsworth is leading the process.
Transportation Performance Measures Update. Scott Weber referred to the summary of all Federal
Highways transportation performance measures chart was organized into categories.
• In the Safety category, INDOT projected one-year targets. NIRPC agreed to support INDOT’s safety
performance measures.
• For Pavement Condition, INDOT projected two- and 4-year targets for performance measures. NIRPC
has until November 16, 2018 to decide to either support INDOT’s targets or project its own targets.
• For Bridge Condition, INDOT projected two- and 4-year targets for performance measures. NIRPC has
until November 16, 2018 to decide to either support INDOT’s targets or project its own targets.
• For System Performance, INDOT projected two- and 4-year targets for performance measures. NIRPC
has until November 16, 2018 to decide to either support INDOT’s targets or project its own targets.
NIRPC is supporting INDOT’s 4-year targets for peak hours of excessive delay per capita in the Chicago,
IL-IN Urbanized areas and INDOT’s 4-year target for percentage of non-single occupancy vehicle travel
in the Chicago, IL-IN urbanized areas.
• For Emissions Reductions INDOT projected two- and 4-year targets for performance measures for
ozone precursor reductions, CO reduction, and fine particles reduction. NIRPC has until November
16, 2018 to decide to either support INDOT’s targets or project its own targets.
The official targets will be vetted by the committees with final approval by the Commission.
There is no penalty from FHWA if these targets are not met.
2018 Household Travel Survey Update. Scott Weber said the survey is being coordinated with the
Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning (CMAP). We expect data collection in Northwest Indiana will
begin in September, once summer travel is over.
Air Quality Post Processor Model Update. Scott Weber said the model will allow for more efficiency in
keeping emissions within budgets.
Congestion Management Process Update. Scott Weber said the USDOT certification review requires us
to update our MP. We have a lot of data from the MPRDS but there is still a lot it doesn’t cover, like data
for local roads. We will gather travel time data for those roads. We identified gaps in 33 road segments
in Lake County, 9 in Porter county and 5 in LaPorte County. Data collection will take place throughout the
summer and fall.
Freight Update. Scott Weber said NIRPC staff learned a lot from attending the 2018 rail supply chain
summit held in Chicago, including the latest trends, positive train control, inland waterway maritime
shipping. There is a major construction project on the Illinois River Corridor between Ottawa and Joliet
which could mean more truck traffic on I-80.
Other Business. Christine Cid asked about finding charging stations when traveling. ChargePoint is the
world's largest network of electric vehicle (EV) charging stations in the US, Europe, Australia. Plug Share
and Charge Hub are two others.
On a motion by Christine Cid and a second by George Topoll, Tom Schmitt adjourned the meeting at 9:55
a.m.
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RECOMMENDATION 18-01
A RECOMMENDATION OF THE NORTHWESTERN INDIANA REGIONAL
PLANNING COMMISSION SURFACE TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE TO
THE INDIANA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION REGARDING THE
STATEWIDE CORRIDOR PLANNING STUDY
August 7, 2018

RECOMMENDED that the Surface Transportation Committee recommends notes about
the conditions of candidate corridors for the Indiana Department of Transportation’s
Statewide Corridor Planning Study to the Indiana Department of Transportation for use
on that study.
____________________________
Tom Schmitt
Chairperson
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RECOMMENDATION 18-01
EXHIBIT A
[See next pages]
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Notes for INDOT’s Statewide Corridor
Planning Study
State routes 49, 51, 912 and US routes 6, 20, 35, 41, and 421
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Chesterton to Valparaiso
Congestion notes

Safety notes

•

Operates as LOS D overall, LOS E in Chesterton corridor between Toll Rd and I-94

•

•

Projected to operate at LOS E overall in 2040, LOS F in Chesterton corridor

Elimination or improvement of at-grade intersections would reduce accidents, particularly
at 500 N and 600 N, as these intersections lie in a 55 mile per hour speed zone.

•

Bottleneck effect because of lack of N-S connectivity elsewhere in Porter County

•

Corridor experiences significant speeding issue and has been target of numerous
enforcement campaigns.

•

Need operational improvements/access control, new Willowcreek Rd extension to
address the congestion issues

Multi-modal notes
•

•

Corridor serves commuter auto traffic, some transit bus traffic, truck traffic carrying freight
between Major Interstates and Ports to residential markets, and emergency vehicle traffic
to and from Porter Regional Hospital.
The corridor is adjacent to a planned Dunes Kankakee Trail connecting Indiana Dunes
State Park to the Kankakee River that could bring a higher demand for bicyclists near
and alongside this corridor.

Land use + development notes
•

City of Valparaiso launched a SR-49 Corridor Study to protect the corridor from the
effects of sprawl as evidenced by encroaching development, and identified eliminating atgrade intersections at 500 N and 600 N as priorities.

•

This is a major medical corridor with a hospital and several medical facilities.

•
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•

This is a fast-growing residential and retail corridor.
Industrial land uses are prevalent near the intersection of US 30 and Division Rd.

Transit notes
•

Currently, the Valparaiso V-Line utilizes the Chesterton to Valparaiso segment of 49 as a
connector from Valparaiso to the Dune Park South Shore Station.

•

Valparaiso is actively seeking to expand transit availability in this corridor to allow access from
Valparaiso to Porter Hospital.

•

In the future, as development continues along 49, increased transit access should be
prioritized to bring more people to the Dune Park South Shore Station.

•

Demand response transit providers such as Opportunity Enterprises and Porter County Aging
and Community Services use this corridor on an as-needed basis.

Other issues / priorities to note about corridor
•

This is an important freight corridor, linking Valparaiso and Chesterton to regional and
nationally significant corridors. Namely, I-90, I-80/94, US 30, and US 6. There is limited
north/south mobility in Northwestern Indiana.

•

Limited traffic light interference should be prioritized to facilitate efficient travel between
key corridors.

I-80/94 to US-20
Congestion notes

Safety notes

•

Operates at LOS B and projected to operate at LOS B in 2040

•

High density of weaving movements is a safety issue.

•

Truck stop corridor results in slow weaving movements to/from ramps.

•

Barrier for nonmotorized traffic due to perceived safety concerns

•

Lack of direct interchange with I-90 requires ramp movements onto/off-of I-80/94.

•

Operational improvements and access control could alleviate issues with truck weaving.

Multi-modal notes

Transit notes

•

Critical freight link between Interstate Highway System and truck service stations

•

•

This section of SR 51 is currently being utilized by Valparaiso’s Chicago Dash commuter
service.

Critical access between Interstate Highway System and residential communities in Lake
Station and the Miller and Aetna Neighborhoods of Gary

•

Depending on what fixed-route transit plan the City of Hobart decides to implement, this
could be an important transit corridor between Hobart and Gary via Gary Public
Transportation Corporation (GPTC) service.

•

Critical link for recreational traffic accessing Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore

•

Critical nonmotorized link between built portions of Marquette Greenway and Fairview
Ave Bicycle and Pedestrian Trail

Land use + development notes

Other issues / priorities to note about corridor

•

Gateway opportunity between Gary and Lake Station to introduce more identity on the
corridor

•

•

Truck Stop hub along the eastern side of the corridor with mostly Calumet Prairie Nature
Preserve along the western side of the corridor

Receives a lot of out-of-town traffic from truckers and through-travelers stopping at the
service stations along the corridor
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Ridge Rd to I-90
Congestion notes

Safety notes

•

Operates at LOS D and Projected to Operate at LOS F in 2040.

•

•

Heavy truck traffic on the corridor 8,300 AADTT (13% of AADT)

•

Downstream bottlenecks on Interstate 80/94 cascade onto corridor

Heavy ramp traffic to and from Interstate Highways creates merging safety issues

Multi-modal notes

Transit notes

•

Critical link to Indiana Harbor and Buffington Harbor multimodal port facilities

•

•

This section of Indiana 912 is currently being utilized with hourly service by East Chicago
Transit, and Gary Public Transit Corporation.

Recreational/tourism traffic bound for Ameristar and Majestic Star Casinos

•

•

High employment at large industrial facilities generates substantial and shift-oriented
commuting traffic

Demand response transit providers such as South Lake County Community Services and
North Township Dial-a-Ride use this corridor on an as-needed basis.

•

Critical link to airport traffic at Gary/Chicago International Airport

Land use + development notes

Other issues / priorities to note about corridor

•

The Marquette Action Plan calls for increased lakefront access that this corridor would be
critical to serving.

•

•

City of Gary is actively working on projects to improve both Airport Rd and Buffington
Harbor Dr access to the corridor.

Opportunity to improve the identity of the corridor since it is between East Chicago and
Gary, without a strong identity toward either one
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Hobart to Westville
Congestion notes

Safety notes

•

Operates at LOS E and Projected to Operate at LOS E in 2040

•

Access control could be improved along portions of the corridor with significant retail

•

Intersection at Meridian Rd in Porter County is poorly configured and causes peak hour
congestion, and there is a project in the FY 2018 to 2021 TIP to improve the intersection.

•

Speeding ambulances and hospital-bound vehicles on a 2-lane major highway can cause
safety concerns

•

Clusters of traffic signals span the western portion of the corridor and also near SR 49,
so there is an opportunity to implement signal coordination.

•

Some visibility problems due to grade on a moraine terrain

Multi-modal notes
•

There is a Grade separated intersection along the corridor with the Prairie Duneland
Trail, yet there is still a demand for trail users to access the retail facilities along the
corridor.

•

Portage High School abuts the corridor, so there is demand to better accommodate
school-bound traffic and pedestrians.

•

One of Porter County’s largest parks, Sunset Hill Farm County Park, lies across the
corridor from a growing residential area, so there is a demand for better pedestrian
access.

Transit notes
•

Demand response transit providers such as Opportunity Enterprises and Porter County
Aging and Community Services use this corridor on an as-needed basis.

•

The City of Valparaiso has actively explored adding fixed-route service on the V-Line to
Porter Regional Hospital.

Other issues / priorities to note about corridor

•

This is a critical medical corridor linking Porter County’s largest hospital (Porter Regional
Hospital) with Porter County’s largest city (Portage), and a new outpatient medical
campus recently opened adjacent to Porter Regional Hospital.

•

This is an important freight corridor, linking Northwestern Indiana communities to regional
and nationally significant corridors. Namely, I-94, SR 51, SR 130, SR 49, US 421, and
US 35. There is limited north/south mobility in Northwestern Indiana.

•

This corridor is primarily a commercial and retail corridor, with some nearby low density
residential between Portage and Valparaiso and between Valparaiso and Westville, so it
is vulnerable to big-box retail continuing to decline.

•

Limited traffic light interference should be prioritized to facilitate efficient travel between
key corridors.

•

Flooding is a concern where the corridor crosses Deep River.
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Land use + development notes

from Indpls. Blvd to Michigan
Congestion notes

Safety notes

•

Operates at LOS F in parts of the Gary portion of the corridor.

•

•

There are four at-grade rail crossings along the corridor—two in Gary and two near
Michigan City—creating a safety concern.

A lot of industrial commuter traffic that peaks when shifts start/let out on this corridor.

•

•

Occasional summertime congestion on the corridor due to vacationers

Nighttime and low visibility conditions can present safety issues for the corridor in the
Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore portion because of a forest canopy and lack of
lighting.

Multi-modal notes
•

Freight usage is substantial along the corridor since it accesses many industrial facilities.

•

The planned (and in some segments built) Marquette Greenway parallels this corridor
and would feed nonmotorized traffic onto it.

•

The corridor traverses the downtowns of East Chicago, Gary, and Michigan City, creating
opportunities to better brand, install wayfinding, and otherwise accommodate pedestrians
along the corridor.

•

Transit notes
•

East Chicago Transit, Gary Public Transit Corporation, and Michigan City Transit operate
fixed-route services along portions of the corridor.

•

North Township Dial-a-Ride, Porter County Aging and Community Services, and
Opportunity Enterprises operate demand response transit along the corridor as needed.

•

Past studies have looked at the feasibility of operating an Indiana Dunes National
Lakeshore shuttle along the corridor.

The corridor accesses the Port of Indiana Burns Harbor and the Portage and Michigan
City harbors.

Land use + development notes

Other issues / priorities to note about corridor

•

•

This is arguably the most scenic route in Northwestern Indiana.

•

The South Shore Line Double Tracking project would relocate portions of this corridor in
Gary to be cosigned with US-20 for a longer length.
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•

A variety of land uses frame this corridor: the Indiana Dunes; industrial land uses in the
Gary and Burns Harbor areas; commercial in the downtown Gary and Michigan City
areas; and residential land uses in parts of Gary, Ogden Dunes, Pines, and Michigan
City.
The Marquette Action Plan calls for more shoreline areas near this corridor to be
accessible to the public.

from Indpls. Blvd to I-94
Congestion notes

Safety notes

•

Operates at LOS F just east of Indianapolis Blvd and in parts of the Gary portion of the
corridor.

•

There are significant safety concerns due to heavy truck usage, distracted driving, and
hard-to-see road signs for turning.

•

Peak hour congestion is pronounced near the East Chicago South Shore Line Station
due to commuter traffic.

•

Speeding is a major concern along this corridor because of its width and usage as a
shortcut of I-80/94.

•

A lot of industrial commuter traffic that peaks when shifts start/let out on this corridor.

•

Occasional summertime congestion on the corridor due to vacationers

Multi-modal notes
•

Freight usage is substantial along the corridor since it accesses many industrial facilities.

•

The planned (and in some segments built) Marquette Greenway parallels this corridor
and would feed nonmotorized traffic onto it.

•

The corridor traverses downtown Gary and Burns Harbor, creating opportunities to better
brand, install wayfinding, and otherwise accommodate pedestrians along the corridor.

Transit notes
•

Gary Public Transportation Corporation and Michigan City Transit operate fixed-route
transit along portions of the corridor

•

North Township Dial-a-Ride, Porter County Aging and Community Services, and
Opportunity Enterprises operate demand response transit along the corridor as needed.

Land use + development notes

Other issues / priorities to note about corridor

•

•

Designated as the Extra Heavy Duty Highway through Northwestern Indiana

•

Acts as one of the major alternatives to I-80/94, and carries significantly increased traffic
(and truck traffic) when I-80/94 experiences incidents.
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•

Land use varies from Industrial in the western portion of this corridor to residential and
commercial near the downtowns of Gary and Burns Harbor, to commercial through
Portage and Michigan City, to protected land through the Indiana Dunes National
Lakeshore.
Many residential neighborhoods and subdivisions have collectors that feed onto this
corridor.

in LaPorte County
Congestion notes

Safety notes

•

Operates at LOS F in parts of the corridor just east of I-94.

•

•

There are significant safety concerns due to heavy truck usage, distracted driving, and
hard-to-see road signs for turning.

Project currently under construction would address the poor ramp configuration onto and
off of I-94 that results in bottleneck delays at these ramps.

•

Speeding is a major concern along this corridor since it is the primary route between
Michigan City and South Bend, and the primary alternate route for the Indiana Toll Road
creating the perceived need to save time.

Multi-modal notes

Transit notes

•

Freight usage is substantial along the corridor since it is a primary alternative to the
Indiana Toll Rd.

•

•

The planned Chessie Trail would cross the corridor near SR 39.

•

The corridor skirts downtown Rolling Prairie (unincorporated), creating a demand to
better accommodate nonmotorized users.

Lacks transit service, so there is an opportunity to add service.

Other issues / priorities to note about corridor

•

Land use is largely light residential and agricultural throughout the corridor, with the
exception of a small retail area just east of I-94 and downtown Rolling Prairie.

•

Designated as the Extra Heavy Duty Highway through Northwest Indiana

•

•

Planned industrial land uses along Fail Rd would create a larger demand for trucks along
this corridor.

This corridor could be sensitive to toll rates and trucking policies on the Indiana Toll
Road, and with minor adjustments could dramatically increase or decrease traffic on this
corridor.
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Land use + development notes

in LaPorte County
Congestion notes

Safety notes

•

Operates at LOS F

•

•

This is the main arterial between LaPorte County’s two largest cities: Michigan City and
La Porte.

Heavier than expected truck traffic along the corridor in downtown La Porte due to there
not being convenient alternatives results in a safety issue.

•

Speeding ambulances and La Porte hospital-bound vehicles can cause safety concerns.

•

This corridor also carries traffic from SR 39 and Johnson Rd, both heavily traveled
corridors in LaPorte County, in some segments.

Multi-modal notes

Transit notes

•

•

The Triangle Service uses portions of this corridor between La Porte and Michigan City.

•

US-35 is used as needed by demand response provider Transporte within the City of
Laporte.

This corridor is along the ongoing LaPorte County Economic Development Corridor
project is looking at how traffic can bypass downtown La Porte and specifically how traffic
from the expanding Kingsbury Industrial Park can access the Interstate Highway System.

•

Through downtown La Porte, this corridor is more local traffic in nature and carries
significant amounts of nonmotorized traffic.

•

This corridor is parallel to the nearby partially funded and planned Chessie Trail that will
link New Buffalo, Michigan to La Porte and LaPorte County.

Land use + development notes
This corridor is primarily rural except for the portion through City of La Porte, but there
will be a challenge to ensure that sprawl does not spillover onto the corridor, especially
on the fringes of Michigan City and La Porte.

•

There are several industrial facilities accessed from the corridor including the areas
around Severs Rd and Kingsbury Industrial Park.
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•

•

There will be increased traffic from the NewPorte Landing development being built.

Other issues / priorities to note about corridor
•

The segment through La Porte goes through the Downtown La Porte Historic District, and
there is a historic aesthetic character throughout the corridor through La Porte.

•

The corridor is the main access arterial for the INDOT LaPorte District.

in Lake County
Congestion notes

Safety notes

•

Operates at LOS F for most of northern Lake County

•

Access control issues create safety concerns for turners onto and off of the corridor.

•

Significant peak period congestion on weekdays as well as retail congestion on
weekends

•

Width and straightness of corridor creates speeding concerns, especially during off-peak
times.

•

Signals already coordinated, but opportunity to examine signal timing for turning
movements onto/off-of corridor

•

Used as a major North-South corridor in Lake County due to substandard alternatives

Multi-modal notes

Transit notes

•

The corridor intersects the Erie-Lackawanna Trail at both at-grade and grade separated
intersections, so there is a priority to better accommodate nonmotorized users.

•

This section of US 41 is currently being utilized with hourly service by East Chicago
Transit, and Gary Public Transit Corporation.

•

The corridor is a critical park-and-ride link for East Chicago station users of the South
Shore Line.

•

Demand response transit providers such as South Lake County Community Services and
North Township Dial-a-Ride use this corridor on an as-needed basis.

•

The corridor abuts Wicker Memorial Park in the Town of Highland, so there is an
opportunity to make the corridor more accommodating to nonmotorized park users.

Other issues / priorities to note about corridor

•

The corridor is heavily reliant on retail and exposed to the risk of the decline in retail due
to e-commerce.

•

Considered the high-end retail corridor for all of Northwestern Indiana

•

•

Sprawl is a major concern along the corridor, especially south of US 30 in the St. John,
Cedar Lake, and Lowell areas as more and more residential subdivisions feed into the
corridor.

Town of Schererville has commissioned a plan to improve the parallel Kennedy Ave
corridor to alleviate traffic on this corridor.
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Land use + development notes

in LaPorte County
Congestion notes

Safety notes

•

Operates at LOS E in portions of Westville and projected to operate at LOS E

•

•

The at-grade crossing at Norfolk Southern Railroad just south of Wanatah creates a
safety improvement opportunity.

Much more heavily trafficked north of I-94 as the main gateway from I-94 into Michigan
City

•

Significant tractor usage along the corridor due to its agricultural character creates some
safety issues due to passing.

•

Straightness of the corridor creates speeding concerns.

Multi-modal notes

Transit notes

•

The corridor abuts the Purdue Northwest Westville Campus and separates housing from
campus, creating the need to better accommodate nonmotorized users.

•

•

The corridor serves the Michigan City Campground, creating a demand for RVs and
recreational travel along the corridor.

US 421 is utilized by the Transit Triangle in half hour increments.

Other issues / priorities to note about corridor

•

Primarily a rural, agricultural corridor connecting some of the best prime agricultural land
in LaPorte County to other transportation facilities

•

Significant tractor usage along the corridor due to its agricultural character

•

•

Serves the downtowns of the Towns of Westville, Wanatah, and La Crosse, creating an
opportunity to better brand the corridor through each of these communities and improve
wayfinding.

Used as a long-distance travel alternative to I-65 due to its direct connection between
Northwestern Indiana and the Lafayette area
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Land use + development notes

For more information
Contact name

Scott Weber

Email

sweber@nirpc.org

Website

nirpc.org

Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/nirpcmpo/

Twitter

https://twitter.com/NIRPC

Phone

(219) 763-6060

Address

6100 Southport Rd Portage, IN 46368
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